pre-standard implementation of 10 Gigabit Ethernet, the first gigabyte per second data IP network transfer application, and VPN technology that enabled a remote Distributed Resource Management tools demonstration. Additionally a national OC48 POS network was constructed to support applications running between the show floor and home facilities. This network created the opportunity to test PSE's Parallel File Transfer Protocol (F'FTP) across a network that had similar speed and distances as the then proposed DISCOM WAN. The SCINET SC2000 showcased wireless networking and the networking team had the opportunity to explore this emerging technology while on the booth. This paper documents those accomplishments, discusses the details of their convention exhibit floor. We also supported the production networking needs ofthe implementation, and describes how these demonstrations supports DISCOM overall strategies in high performance computing networking.
List of Figures
The conference was held from November 4" -IO* in Dallas, Texas. The conference is sponsored by the IEEE and ACM. While the three defense program laboratories, Sandia, LANL and LLNL have all participated in the conference for a decade and for the last four years the three laboratories have come together at the conference under the DOE'S ASCI, Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiatives, Program rubric to demonstrate ASCI'S emerging capabilities in computational science and our expertise in high performance computer science and communications. The DISCOMZ communication team uses this forum to demonstrate and focus communication and networking developments withiin the program. Many notable accomplishments have been achieved during these four years that the ASCI has lead our efforts starting with sc96 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. These accomplishment include, The first OC12 connected remote clusters (1997) telephony and video over ATM, (1997) , IO gigabit per second networking over a 16 wavelength DWDM system (1998), and Terabit Routing(l999).
In the planning for SC 2000, the DISCOMZ team was challenged to create a gigabyte per second data movement application. The genesis of the challenge arose from the ASCI curves that require ten gigabit per second networks and application to be deployed in the early 2002 time period. We also were inspired by the inaugural SCINET Netchallenge. To achieve this level of performance require every section of the data movement problem had to be optimized. It required parallelism to be extended end to end. We partnered with CPLANT, SGI, and CISCO SYSTEM to create this demonstration.. By doing the demo we extended our knowledge base for building parallel networks. We extended the CPLANT model for data movement from a cluster. We increased our knowledge of the SGI cluster file system CXFS. A segment of the network supporting this demo consisted of a pre-standard implementation of 10 Gigabit Ethernet. To create and move the data for this demo a gigabyte per second cluster based data transfer application was developed. The details of this demonstration are presented in section five of this document Distributed Resource Management tools demonstration. The details of the VPN network are cover in Other networking activities in the booth included deployment of VPN technology to support a remote section four of this document. A Sandia developed RGB video extender was also demonstrated at SC2000. Our colleagues at Sandia California in conjunction with Avici System, Lawrence Livermore Lab, Lawrence Berkeley Labs, the National Transparent Optical Network Consortium, NTON, and QWEST provided a OC48 WAN platform to run application and experiments between the convention center and home Protocol (PFTP) across this shared network. The result was a five month head start on understanding the facilities. The DISCOM team members kom LLNL used the opportunity to test PSE's Parallel File Transfer wide area effects on Parallel File Transfer Protocol (PFTP) performance. For more information on the demos run across the WAN you can refer to the wehsite at: http://wuw.avici.com/prl1O8OO.html to the ASCI scientific community. The ASCI booth this year was build on the theater scheme. The central This year demonstrations highlighted DISCOMZ's and PSE's accelerating pace for providing performance feature of the booth was a two by three Powenvall theater. The presentations on the powenvall were videotaped and those tapes are available through the ASCI office. The ASCI theme of the booth for this year was Curves and Barriers. A large poster showing the ASCI roadmap was a huge success. It created a lot of interest in the conference attendees. An added bonus for the networking team was that they got to explore wireless networking. Wireless networking was featured by SCINET this year. SCINET built an extensive wireless network that covered the convention complex and adjacent hotels. The ASCI booth vulnerabilities in the current technology that will need to be addressed before wide scale use of this technology within the laboratoly networks will be made. We believe that it is possible to build a production networking shucture around wireless but it requires more than just the out of the box wireless hardware and 
Equipment and Booth Layout
The ASCI booth at SC2000 was nearly identical to the previous year booth. The booth wm organized around a theater concept with a 3x2 powerwall at the center of the theater. Extending out from the theater few minutes per speakers the demo area are always available for conference attendee to view. On both sides into the booth was two area for individual demos, while presentation on the powerwall are schedule to run a of the theater a large display space was created behind clear Plexiglas windows. This year the network demonstration was set up in the display space to the left of the theater. The Discom advance networking demonstmtion this year focused on creating an IP network capable of performing, at a gigabyte per second level. The network centered on a CISCO 6509 Ethernet switch that contained two prestandard IOGigabit Ethernet ports. To drive the network two racks of 33~Alpha Linux workstations were deployed. One of these racks was configured as a CPLANT cluster with a Myrinet networked backplane. The other rack was constructed with gigabit Ethernet as the network connection. This rack approximated CPLANT output nodes. A stack of SMARTBIT Ethernet testers were added to allow the demonstrator the ability to test the 10 Gigabit networks for performance and function. Additionally to booth at SC. Interconnecting the ASCI booth to the SGI booth was two special fiber array cables and eight support this demo two SGI 9400 disc arrays, a SGI Origin 2600, and a Cisco 6506 was deployed in the SGI problem with the beta lOGigabit Ethernet failed. Once again our contingency plan paid off, single mode fiber cables. The single mode fiber bundle was put into place as a contingency plan in case Also in the booth network for the second year in a row was an AVICI terabit router. The AVICI terminated the OC48 POS, Packet Over SONET network. This year the AVICI was front-end by a Riverstone, formally Cabletron, Ethernet switch router. This year the booth equipment included a portable air provided so that the powerwall equipment and support personnel got some cooling also. This year we had conditioner. The cool air was ducted so that the Linux clusters would not overheat. Additional ducting was used wireless workstations to monitor the production networks within the booth. This provided several benefits to the booth. Support personnel didn't need to compete for the space within the booth and the working conditions outside the booth was much more pleasant.
SC 2000 Networks
At SC 2000, for the fourth year, the three DOE DP Laboratories, Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, put together a single integrated research booth. The design and operation of the production network was a joint effort of all three of the provides the network design for the ASCI booth. Discom' intention is to deliver key computing and The design of the network for SC2000 was structured to provide reliable production communication to the majority of booth participants, while providing a platform for high speed communication and networking research. At the core of the booth network four communication protocols was deployed 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, ATM, and Packet Over SONET (POS). Gigabit Ethernet, IO gigabit Ethernet and POS equipment were integrated inside the booth. The ATM network utilization was limited to a single demonstration. It was solely used to accommodate the RGB video extender demonstration. This was a major shift 6om earlier conferences. In addition CISCO System equipment that traditionally has provided the production networking equipment, this year also provided highest perfoming network research equipment for the booth. The design utilized twenty-two virtual networks that provided the separation between the production networks and the research networks. is a commercial, state-full fuewall capable of providing an encrypted network path in conjunction with I he design of the TeraOps extension was bounded by the following criteria. 1. The client hosts in the exhibitor's booth require the same access as the standard TeraOps host, i.e. the same network servers available to the TeraOps network need to be available to the exhibitor 2. The TeraOps and Sandia Open Network (SON) production network environment should not be systems.
compromised by the VPN extension, i.e. the network path between the exhibition and the TeraOps network shall exclude any third party not authorized to utilize it. 3. Sandia should be able to monitor and report on the network extension during the week of the show. 4. The TeraOps and SON network security will not be adversely impacted by the extension, i.e. changes to the TeraOps network Access Control List (ACL) and to the SON routing should be at a minimum.
A VPN fit criteria 2 and 3 and a frewall meets criteria 1,3 and 4. The equipment available on hand fiom Network Alchemy and Lucent could meet all five criteria. The two equipment types, however, have different placement philosophies that impact the VPN design. The Lucent Brick was designed to be placed as an in-line bridge and by default both the in and out interfaces are in the same logical subnet. The Network Alchemy acts more l i e an in-line static router with the in and out interfaces on two different logical subnets. In both, the VPN tunnel endpoints are terminated with a pseudo address that is an Internet routable address. A management station is required for either piece of equipment. As the Lucent Brick management station was already built as part of another project and had better reporting capabilities, it was elected to use the Lucent Brick as the primary and the Network Alchemy as the backup.
E
The exhibition termination point was simple to design as there were no legacy requirements to account for and the network requirements could be met with 100BaseT. The number of clients to be attached was limited to a maximum of three. This isolated network was easily attached to the existing SC2000 network. The schematic for the SC2000 termination appears in Figure 1 :
The TeraOps termination point, however, was more complex. The initial design was to place the Lucent Brick in line with the TeraOps network. This would mean no changes to the SON production network and minimal changes to the TeraOps ACL. The Lucent Brick would be able to use the same logical subnet services to the TeraOps ACL. Physical media incompatibility between the Lucent Brick running IOOBaseT and the TeraOps network running OC-3 ATM killed this option. The design was implemented in the laboratory using two end hosts, two Lucent Security Management Server (LSMS), two Lucent Bricks, a single router, and one Ethernet switch. Private address space was used to emulate the different subnets. Two LSMS were used to simplify the management issue. A single LSMS would require in-band management through the Internet up to the SC2000 network, and this would have increased the complexity of the Lucent Brick configurations. It was found, however, that although the Brick acts l i e a bridge at the physical layer, it actually filters at the transport layer. In other words, once the VPN tunnel is created and the packets decoded at the tunnel termination point, the Brick could not forward the decoded packets to the client subnet. Client #I initiates a connection designated for client #2. The source address of the packet is from 2. The Lucent Bricks (1 and 2) negotiate a VPN tunnel and set it up. 3. The packet fiom client #1 is encrypted, encapsulated, and sent over the VPN tunnel. The source address of the encapsulated packet falls within subnet B and the destination address falls into subnet D.
subnet A and the destination address falls into subnet C.
4.
The client #I packet is de-encapsulated and decrypted. 5 . Lucent Brick #2 now has a packet destined for subnet C and does not forward it although it has its 6. The same happens for traffic going to the other direction.
output interface assigned to subnet C. The packet gets dropped.
The LSMS did not indicate any error nor was there any caveats in the Lucent documentation regarding this behavior. This behavior was only deduced by observing the packet count from the Lucent Brick console.
To implement the TeraOps extension we bad to place the VPN endpoint external to the TeraOps network due to the physical network limitation and the Brick functional behavior (see Figure 6) . The design opted for SCZOOO had the VPN terminating outside the TeraOps packet filtering fmwall. As a result, data traveled within the Sandia controlled network environment. Explicit routes were placed into the Sandia SON routers unencrypted output of the TeraOps to the Brick. This was deemed an acceptable risk since the data was to limit the traffic destined for the exhibitor floor to the exhibitor's client systems. Entries were made to the TeraOps firewall to permit the client systems to access the Teraops networks. All connections between the TeraOps network and the SCZOOO network were monitored by the LSMS. The last issue encountered as part of the SCZOOO extension was an operational one. The VPN security association was configured manually and was suppose to last for the four days of the show. It was therefore a surprise when it was found that the VPN would not re-establish itself after disconnecting the Dallas LSMS h m the Brick overnight. The LSMS was removed and msported back to Albuquerque once the VPN was established to prevent theft of the LSMS laptop. To address this unforeseen issue, a second LSMS was built .
. 16 at the Sandia site for in band management ofthe show floor Brick (a configuration we initially tried to avoid due to the added complexity). The existing Sandia LSMS could not be used for managing the Dallas Brick as it was utilizing private address for its interface that was not routable on the Internet. A new Brick configuration was built at the Sandia site and sent electronically to SC2000. The image was written to a floppy with the help of the booth personnel and used to update the SC2000 Brick. Once the SC2000 Brick VPN tunnel for the remainder of the show. The linal confguration is shown in Figure 7 .
was able to exchange information with its management LSMS back at Sandia, it was able to maintain the Ethernet cards. All ofthe Cisco network cards were fabric enable. Originally the plan was to connect the alignment on two ofthe 10 gigabit Ethernet cards and we replaced that pair with eight single mode gigabit Ethernet ports. The 6509 was also the center of the ASCI booth production network. No impact on the production network was seen during the large data movement tests from this demonstration.
Sixteen subnets were used in the demonstration. Each subnet consisted of two Linux gigabit Ethernet attached nodes and one Origin 2400 gigabit Ethernet node. The sixteen subnets were combined into two groups of eight. Each group was configured to use a different IO gigabit trunk. Because one of the IO gigabit trunks was inoperable the second group of eight was reconfigured so that each suhnet would use a separate gigabit Ethernet trunk between the cluster and the SGI file server.
Cplant ENFS, Extended Network File Service created at Sandia. While the data moving application is not representative
The concept and design for the software that provided the top layer of our demonstration was modeled on a portion of the of a complete application for moving scientific or visualization data from a cluster, it is a semblance of one segment of a compound arrangement that would delivers the appearance and functionality of a filesystem dynamically to computational executions on very large computational clusters like Sandia's CPlant With respect to the ENFS path, the gap that we isolated is normally bridged by regular NFS. However, this protocol would not support our desire of maximizing network throughpuf so it was replaced with SGI's Bulk Data Server (BDS). This is proprietq software construct, in which SGI has made some investment, and it appears to be a novel, leveragable mechanism precisely suited for our objective. In SGI documentation BDS is described as sitting on top of NFS, though it would more specifically be described as being integrated within the client-side ofthe NFS, and operates with an most of the source code for the original BDS version 1 package, with the understanding that Sandia would only he exclusive, persistent (and non-secured) daemon on the server-side. In a special agreement, Sandia was given access to experimenting with porting the client to Linux. adequate because we would be running a Linux-compiled deviation of BDS developed hy Sandia. Since we were already Sandia never got the piece that incorporated the BDS option in the NFS client, but for our demonstration this was partnering with SGI, with them providing networking, computing, and filesystem hardware and software for the service end, we could take advantage of their high-performance, network-to-disk daemon. This allowed SGI to take full responsibility of their side of the demonstration, including this item that they held proprietarily. Prior to SCOO, tests were run that indicated that Marty's revisions to the server for an SGI platform made no difference in performance of the the SGI's stock daemon. server, so the final software configuration was comprised of Marty's client side code in Linux cluster, delivering data to The simple application itself, distributed uniformly across all the Linux nodes, directed, of the daemon on the remote-end and in the appropriate protocol, the same physical file, on the remote-end filesystem, to be opened tiom each, respectively, and wrote to it i n the same block sizes. The only difference across the nodes was that the offset of each write was staggered, with respect to that node, so that each block from every one had its own place in the file; in a normal parallel I/O fashion. We did not achieve maximum performance until we used all 32 Linux nodes writing with blocks of 16 megabytes, which means the total amount of data written in one complete, parallel write was 512 megahyteea very large chunk (maybe unrealistically so) to have in one operation.
. We started the demonstration by testing the network perfonnance using ttcp a network performance tool. The ttcp test showed that the network was capable of achieving data rates of 1.7 gigabytes per second. Next we used the devnull mode, a standard option for the BDS daemon and documented in the man page. This allowed us to isolate the application performance from the disc and filesystem performance, which, again suited our purposes, as the intent is to ovenvrite the data, buffers with no actual disk storage. With this tactic, we were able to see total data rates of 1.3 gigabytes per second, in continuous, sustained aggregate, using 32 nodes on the client side and all 16 gigabit Ethernet addresses on the SGI machine. SGI's graphical utility pmchart provided a nice real-time picture of the data transfer, automatically performing the aggregation function. We next attempted to store the data to a single file on the disk system that SGI provided (their new CXFS). This resulted in a short peak, 10-20 seconds of data transfer that was greater than 500 megabytes per second after which the server crashed. By reducing the sources on the Linux cluster side we were able to reliably transfer files between the clients and servers. However the performance dropped to 330 megabytes per second. Using this set up we were pleased with the ability to create, transfer and store a terabyte of data in 55 minutes.
In the four days of the exhibit, we work to fmd the cause of the server crash. Internally the filesystem sustained 900 megabyte per second transfer rates. Several SGI technicians and engineers took note of the problem and confirmed that many aspects of their machine OS and filesystem connection were behaving other than as expected or desired. The Server was shared with other demonsmtions, however, it didn't appear that they caused the problem directly or indirectly.
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To put together the activities surrounding the Supercomputing conference takes a large number of talented were done at the conference, I would l i e to acknowledge the fust class networking team that supported the This tool was chosen because it is a mature code that bas many of the desired capabilities identified by the Discom* program. Among these capabilities are parallel file transfer, compatibility with HPSS, and backward compatibility with "standard" FTP as specified by RFC 959.
Testing at LLNL in early September 2000 showed that, although the parallel FTP code meets the desired Examination of the architecture revealed that a large portion of the performance penalty is directly related capability requirements, its performance in the Local Area Network (LAN) is not quite optimal.
to the code's support of the mover and pdata protocols needed to communicate with HPSS. These protocols basically introduce a lock step for each block of data sent across the network. While this did not appear to greatly decreased performance. At least one ofthese two protocols will always remain necessary for significantly reduce performance in the LAN, the higher latency found in the WAN would likely result in communication with HPSS. They are not, however, required when communicating between two non-HPSS systems, for example, between ASCI White and an SGI visualization platform.
LLNL has demonstrated that, in the absence of HPSS, parallel file transfer can be accomplished with much less overhead and higher performance, even in the LAN. A modification was made to the parallel FTP client and server (non-HPSS server based on the public domain wuftpd code and parallel modifications fiom M. Bamaby at Sandia) that essentially removed the mover and pdata protocols in favor of a much simpler protocol with 16 bytes of overhead per parallel stripe, per file transfer, with no lock-step mechanism.
that SC2000, held in early November, would provide a great opportunity for testing the two versions of Considering the importance of file transfer performance to the upcoming DisCom2 WAN, it was decided parallel FTP. For purposes of the discussion in the rest of this paper, the standard HPSS version of parallel FTP, which includes the mover and pdata protocols, is referred to as the "PFTP-hpss," while the modified version is referred to as "PFTP-simple." 
SC2000 Network Topology

Tests
The testing methodology was fmt to use the netperfbenchmark tool (http://www.netperf.org) to establish a performance baseline for the network between the source and sink. Because it does not perform disk VO and strictly measures memory-to-memory copies over TCP and UDP, netperf is a good tool for determining maximum network performance between two hosts. Then, equipped with the knowledge of what was theoretically possible on the network, we looked at how the two different parallel transfer methods performed in comparison.
Iterations of netperfwere used to determine the optimal TCP window size to tune the network for maximum performance. With the hosts configured for maximum performance, each transfer method, PFTP-hpss and PFTP-simple, was run through iterations of different parameters, including block sizes and stripe widths. Packet traces of a typical transfer were generated for each method for additional analysis.
Results
The architecture of the network connecting LLNL to the SC2000 show floor was such that, to take full advantage of the bandwidth available, it was necessary to have a minimum of four TCP streams, each destined for a different subnet on the remote end. This allowed traffic to be spread across each of four OC-12 ATM l i s . Since the round-trip delay was 50 ms and OC-12 bandwidth is 622 Mb/s, the bandwidth yield the optimal TCP window size, but in this case it did not. Increasing the TCP window size beyond delay product of this network is 3.88 MB. Under optimal conditions, the bandwidth delay product should 2 MB had an adverse effect on performance. Unfortunately, the results above 2 MB are not available, but Figure 2 shows that performance plateaus at a 1.5 MB window size. It is believed the poor performance beyond the 2 MB window is directly related to TCP's slow start and congestion control algorithms. Because this network would not run at full bandwidth without losing packets, anytime the TCP window started to approach the network's maximum speed, a packet was lost, TCP's congestion control algorithm activated, and performance declined. TCP appeared to take a very long time to reopen the window once packet loss occurred. Based upon the results shown in Figure 2 , both hosts were configured with socket buffers of 2 MB for the remainder of the tests. Figure 3 illustrates the performance of netperf and the two parallel FTF' methods when using 2 MB socket buffers. The performance of the PFTP-hpss method, in general, was half that of the PFTP-simple method. 
Discussion
Figures 4 and 5 show why the performance of PFTP-hpss is sub-optimal. Figures 4 and 5 represent a one second snapshot of throughput from one of four total streams. Figure 4 is a good illustration of the impact that the mover protocol has in the WAN. Because PFTP-hpss operates in a lock-step fashiondending a mover protocol message, then awaiting the acknowledgement before sending datelarge gaps are created where throughput drops to zero. These gaps should be roughly the same sue as the round-trip delay of 50 ms. Examination of the packet data bears this out.
rapid fashion, and average throughput is roughly twice that of PFTP-hpss. The relatively small TCP window Figure 5 shows the same data for PFTP-simple. Note that it also fluctuates greatly over time, but in a more packet loss, it does not allow the network to be fully utilized. Figure 5 seems to support this theory in that used likely explains the rapid fluctuations. Because the chosen window size was small enough to avoid the optimal window size of 3.88 MB, we would expect to see approximately 48% of the time spent idle.
slightly less than 50% of the total time shown on the graph is spent idling. Because 2 ME is roughly 52% of At the least, this work shows that packet loss in the WAN can severely h i t throughput. It also shows that there is great room for improvement in our chosen method of file transfer i n the WAN and, at least for the moment, that the largest performance gains in the WAN will likely come from work on the protocols in use, rather than from work on disk or system I10 issues. We need protocols capable of high performance in the WAN before we can expect to fully utilize increasingly high bit rate networks.
Conclusion
prepare to estimate the needs of the booth. I always inflated this number. Currently the booth design is based on having a theater with about 9 working demos. The theater, the Discom demo, and networking equipment usually are the major consumer of power. The theater is also the primruy customer of the booth's network. The theater is built and manned by 
